Administration Officials

David Axelrod (Senior Advisor/Campaign Strategist) – Longtime Obama friend and chief strategist since 2002. Credited with creating the PR tactic of “Astroturfing.” Resigned administration to begin organizing Obama’s 2012 Presidential campaign.


Hillary Clinton (Secretary of State) – Lifetime serving radical causes and groups. Longtime associate of Institute for Policy Studies Director Robert Borosage. Encouraging foreign nations to join federal lawsuit against Arizona. Considered the real power behind CAP.


John Holdren (Science Czar) – Co-wrote book advocating forced sterilization, forced abortion, and other compulsory population control programs. Global warming fanatic once wrote about catastrophic global cooling.

(continued on back)
Valerie Jarrett (Senior Advisor) – Longtime Obama family friend, referred to as “the other side of Obama’s brain.” Many ties to Chicago communists and corrupt politicians and individuals, including Obama associate Tony Rezko. Rezko was convicted in 2008 of fraud and bribery.  

Kevin Jennings (Safe Schools Czar) – Founder of GLSEN (Gay, Lesbian, Straight, Education Network). Admirer of NAMBLA (North American Man/Boy Love Association) icon, gay communist Harry Hay. GLSEN reading list includes explicit homoerotic literature for children.  

Janet Napolitano (Secretary, Department of Homeland Security) – Serially incompetent partisan Democrat hack. Requires Border Partol to use rubber bullets caused one BP agent’s death. Said “the system worked,” described communist. New York chapter run by former Weather Underground member, Mark Rudd.  


Cass Sunstein (Regulatory Czar) – Radical animal rights advocate. Says animals should be able to sue in court. Believes in restoring the “fairness doctrine” to talk radio. Supports net neutrality.  

Key Supporters  

Robert Borosage – One of the most notorious US leftists. Founded the anti-American Center for National Security Studies, directed the far-left Institute for Policy Studies, founded Campaign for America’s Future and the Institute for America’s Future as well as Progressive Majority.  


John Podesta – Obama transition team co-chair, CEO Center for American Progress, Former Clinton Chief of Staff. Apollo Alliance board member, on ACORN Outside Advisory Committee.  

George Soros (Financier of the Left) – Chief financier of Obama agenda. Early backer of Obama campaign. Funds over 160 radical non-profit groups. Leader of the Shadow Party.  

Key Organizations  

American Rights at Work (ARW) – Umbrella group for AFL-CIO, AFSCME, DSA, NAACP, radical National Council of La Raza, terror supporting Islamic Center of America, and others. Interacted with Apollo Alliance to distribute stimulus funds. Associated with ACORN.  


Association of Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN) – Largest radical organization in US – identified with widespread vote fraud, aggressive promoter of subprime mortgages, and other damaging activities. Follows Ooward-Piven Strategy. Decades-long relationship with Obama. Members include fmr. SDSers and other radicals. SEIU President Andrew Stern on Board of Directors. Now reorganized under different names — still exists.  

CensusInstitute for America’s Future (CAF/IAF) – Founded by Robert Borosage in 1996. Forefront of radical left agenda. Helped create Apollo Alliance. IAF pays Apollo Director salary. Supported by Tides Foundation, AFSCME, SEIU, Moveon.org, George Soros and many others.  


Democratic Socialists of America (DSA) – American branch of the Socialist International. Largest socialist organization in the US. Many connections with Obama administration. DSA member & fmr. Congressman John Bonior chairs ARW.  


Journalist – 400 member media listserv. Members covertly supported Obama Presidential campaign, including VP Advisor Jared Bernstein and future Obama Budget Director Peter Orszag. Included representatives from CAP, Media Matters, Todd Gitlin, former SDS, DSA member and CAP founder – many media outlets, including TIME, POLITICO and Newsweek.  

Media Matters – Soros funded media smear group created by David Brock with help from CAP.  

Midwest Academy – Soros-funded radical training school created by DSA activists to train other activists in Alinsky methods. Board includes SEIU and AFSCME members.  

National Lawyers Guild (NLG)/Center for Constitutional Rights (CCR) – NLG identified by Congressional Committees as KGB front. CCR – offshoot founded by William Kunstler. Many NLG members also work for ACLU, ACLU and CCR responsible for most anti-American judicial activism.  

Open Society Institute (OSI) – George Soros’ primary support vehicle for radical causes. Currently run by former SDSer, Aryeh Neier. Also directed by former NLG member and longtime IPS affiliate, Morton Halperin. Halperin once identified by State Dept. as Soviet agent.  

Shadow Party – Conceived and organized by George Soros, Hillary Clinton and Harold Icks to advance leftist agenda through broad-based network of radical leftist organizations, including ACORN, CAP, IPS, Midwest Academy, SEIU and many others. Moveon.org key fundraising vehicle. Supported by OSI, Tides Foundation and others.  

Students for a Democratic Society (SDS)/Weather Underground – 1960s radical leftist and splinter terrorist groups. Fmr. Members Bill Ayers, Bernardine Dohrn, Aryeh Neier, Jeff Jones, Mark Rudd, Todd Gitlin, many others support Obama agenda and/or operate Obama-connected organizations as indicated here.